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Adobe Illustrator Illustrator
is one of the best vector-
based drawing programs

available. It's been lauded by
top professionals for its

robust and versatile tools and
quality workmanship. It was
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not too long ago that
Illustrator was just about the

only drawing program
available. If you had to draw

something, you used
Illustrator. It's so popular that
a study on the history of the

most popular publishing
software found that 66

percent of the U.S.
population couldn't live

without it (and that includes
those people who work at a

publishing company, of
course!). Illustrator is
particularly useful for

creating logos and icons. It
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was the go-to program for
creating the book's iconic

cover design. It's a versatile
program that enables you to

do a lot with simple tools like
pens, pencils, and erasers.

You can create logos, vector
art, three-dimensional
effects, typography,

illustrations, and web design.
You can draw line art with
either the Pen tool or using
the drawing board. You can

create a drawing with the Pen
tool by making a selection
that you then use to draw
lines. You can also draw
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Here are 18 of the best
Photoshop Elements features
and tools. 1. Basic Tools You
can use Photoshop Elements
to resize and rotate images,

crop photos and create image
collages. The Basic Tools are
also available in Photoshop
and Photoshop CC. - Crop

and crop selection tools
Using the Crop tool, you can
easily crop and resize images.

Click on the tool in the
toolbar and then drag the
selection handles to select

parts of the image, or use the
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crop tool’s rotation tool to
rotate images to any angle

you need. - Rotate and rotate
selection tools With the

Rotate tool, you can rotate
and flip images on any axis.

Click on the tool in the
toolbar and then drag the
handles to use the rotation
tool. - Mirror and flip tools
Mirror and flip tools allow

you to undo any type of
transformation and reverse

the effect. Click on the tools
in the toolbar, select the

region of the image that you
want to transform and choose
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how you want the image to
be mirrored or flipped. -
Invert selection tool The

Invert tool inverts the colors,
contrast and brightness of
your image to make them

darker, lighter or the same. -
Blur and blur selection tools
Blur and blur selection tools

allow you to add a blur effect
to your images. Click on the
tools in the toolbar, select the

size of the blur filter you
want to apply, then move the

cursor over the image and
choose your photo’s location.
- Select and transform tools
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You can use the Select and
Transform tools to quickly
edit your images or create

graphics. Click on the tools
in the toolbar and then draw
over your image to apply the

transformation or use the
mouse or a keyboard shortcut
to apply the tool. 2. Effects

There are many photo effects
that you can apply to photos
in Photoshop Elements. You
can use the Effects panel to

apply several effects,
including light and shadows,

black & white, blur and
clarity, image color and
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much more. Click on the left
side of the Effects panel to

open up the panel or click on
the tab at the top of the panel

to switch to the different
panels. - Photo effects and

filters panel The Photo
Effects and Filters panel

displays several photo effects
and filters. Click on the left
side of the panel to open the
panel or click on the tab at

the top to switch to the
different a681f4349e
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Lupine, Montana Lupine is
an unincorporated
community located in
western Stillwater County in
the U.S. state of Montana. A
post office was established at
Lupine in 1890, and
remained in operation until it
was discontinued in 1956.
References
Category:Unincorporated
communities in Stillwater
County, Montana
Category:Unincorporated
communities in Montana
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Category:1890
establishments in Montana
Category:Populated places
established in 1890
Category:1956
disestablishments in Montana
Category:Unincorporated
communities in MontanaQ:
Performance of numpy's
linspace in Python I am
trying to understand, what is
the cost of numpy.linspace in
Python. I tried to profile the
execution time of two
functions: def
first_fun(args): #A lot of
calculations ... return result
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def second_fun(args): a = nu
mpy.linspace(0,1,10,dtype='f
8') b = numpy.linspace(0,1,1
0,dtype='f8') d =
numpy.einsum('i,j->ij',a,b)
#(a,b) calculation is clearly
much less expensive than the
d calculation c = numpy.eins
um('ij,jk->ik',d,d) #here I do
some multiplications,
additions, saves to and reads
from csv file #the execution
is slow return result I've
added some timeit timers:
>>>
timeit.timeit("first_fun(10)")
1.169990149751069 >>> ti
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meit.timeit("second_fun(10)"
) 1.5547475623702751
Which means that it doesn't
scale really well and even if
the function call is less
expensive than the
calculation and if the csv file
reads and writes are going to
be negligible... why does
second_fun still take more
time to execute? A: I am
going to make a guess at your
problem that is unrelated to
the Python language. You
wrote: ... the cost is in
writing to and reading from a
csv file. There
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What's New in the?

One to Watch: Is
Crowdfunding the future of
American Manufacturing?
By Christina Von H. on
Friday, March 10th, 2012
Crowdfunding for American
Manufacturing When you
hear the word
“manufacturing” all you
think of is big factories and
lots of chemicals pouring out
and making a mess
somewhere. You probably
don’t think about the people
who make your products or
the high-speed computer
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technology that drives your
iPod or DVD player. But
there are jobs in this industry
and most of them are in the
United States. Crowdfunding
now provides an alternative
for large capital intensive
projects like solar panel
farms, wind farms, and steel
mills. So how does the
concept of crowd funding
work? Crowd funding is a
process that allows your
customers or other
contributors to invest in a
project on their own terms.
This frees you from having
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to raise capital up front.
Instead, contributors invest
their money when you
complete the project. In
return, you pay them back a
pre-determined percentage
plus interest. For some
projects, this simply means
more funds will be available
to complete the project. In
others, it can help you attract
additional investors so you
can get the project underway
sooner. The biggest
advantage to crowd funding
is the ease with which it
allows people to donate.
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Crowd funding lets
contributors invest in
products or projects through
websites like Kickstarter.
Many of these websites let
you pledge as little as $1 to
see if others will match the
pledge. For an example of a
very successful crowd
funding campaign, watch the
video below and then keep
reading. A crowdfunding
campaign known as “crowd
funder” has the potential to
revolutionize small
businesses, especially
startups. Crowd funder, a
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popular crowdfunding
website, is now raising
money to fund the world’s
first indoor free-flying
aircraft. The student-built,
wire-less, six-passenger
device, called the FlyJoy, has
been designed to be built for
10 dollars or less by anyone
with a decent set of tools.
The kit includes everything
needed to build a model
aircraft, except a pilot. Paul
E. MacClintock, CEO of
Crowdfunder said, “The
challenge in this little project
is to provide an affordable
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kit that can be put together
by a hobbyist with some
experience in shop work and
a passion for aviation.” The
FlyJoy plane can be built in
about a half an hour and
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP,
Vista, Windows 7, or
Windows 8 Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo E8400, AMD
Athlon II X2 Dual Core
4400+ Memory: 4 GB RAM
Hard Disk: 18 GB of free
space Graphics: NVIDIA
7600 GS or ATI Radeon HD
4870 with 1GB of video
RAM Sound Card: DirectX
9.0c compatible sound card
Video: Microsoft DirectX
9.0c compatible video card
Additional Notes: 32-
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